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Summary:
A preview of the upcoming UK horse racing action for February and a look at the horses to keep
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Article Body:
Sandown opens the month on February 4 with an excellent card and another set of possible Chelt

Alan King´s tough stayer Fork Lightning may well be among the entries for the `Agfa´, and give

Some of the season´s smarter novice chasers will be in action in Sandown´s Grade 1 Scilly Isle

Over at Wetherby on the same day the staying novices strut their stuff in the Grade 2 Totty Co

A week later sees Newbury stage the totesport Trophy Handicap Hurdle</b>, Europe´s richest han

Finding the winner is never easy but the bookmakers seems to think that Martin Pipe´s talented

Local handler, Nicky Henderson, has also been a trainer to watch out for in this valuable even

Twelve months ago Ireland´s Essex justified favouritism to give the Emerald Isle its second wi

Top weights boast a good record too and Irish trainer John Queally believes his stable star Al

The same is true of the Venetia Williams-trained Chief Yeoman, who looks terrific value at 14-

The main attraction on Newbury´s supporting card is the Game Spirit Chase, a two mile and a fu

This year´s race is likely to be won by the current Queen Mother favourite Kauto Star, who wil
On the following weekend ˘ February 18 ˘ all eyes will be on Champion Hurdle aspirants in the

Who knows, maybe even the elusive Lingo will return to action for Jonjo O´Neill. He won easier

Up at Haydock on the same day Grand National hopefuls will go on trial in the Red Square Vodka

Trainer Ginger McCain, a four-time winner of the Grand National courtesy of Red Rum and Amberl

The best of February´s action closes on the weekend of February 25 with Racing Post Handicap C
Take note too of the winner and placed horses because this influential contest has frequently

On the same day at Newcastle there´s the four mile and a furlong Tote Northern National, a mar
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